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Editor
before reaching their final destination.

Preliminary analysis of a time/cost study [See Morris, Dily. E. Technical Services Time and Cost Study, Iowa State University, Ames, IA, (April 1987-April 1992).] conducted over the last six years reveals a significant savings in administration and manual tasks performed. After reviewing surveys of various technical services arrangements in ARL libraries, it has become evident that there is no one way to organize the acquisitions functions within a library. Several options remain under investigation, and we continue to take the attitude that our next reorganization will not be our last.

You Gotta Go To School
continued from page 30

buddy, what'samatter you? Ya got cauliflower fer brains or what? Better move outta my space before I mash you into da curb.” I turned the flashers on so no one would “mash” me by accident.

Katina emerged about sixteen minutes latter. Meanwhile, I had managed to reprogram her radio to every acid rock station in town — unintentionally. Those Mercedes radios have buttons that the untrained should just not touch.

"Sorry for the wait." said Katina jumping in the car. "I had to wait for them to finish baking the donuts." The things we won't do for our profession.

We did finally make it to our workshop. Of course no one was in the mood for donuts that day. Oh, the sacrifices that go unsung. In good College of Charleston tradition I dutifully gathered the uneaten donuts in one accord and brought them back to the College for redistribution to a staff who appreciates a good donut.

I'm sure there is a moral in there somewhere. In any case this clearly shows that — once again — in the library world the living is fast, the donuts are fresh, and the adventure never ceases.